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Slightly broader question: how can we infer fault rheology remotely?
Variety of potential:

co-seismic (dynamic) weakening mechanisms:

• thermal pressurization of pore fluid (reduce effective fault-normal stress,)
• flash-weakening of friction (reduce friction coefficient, f )
• thermal decomposition of fault gouge (reduce effective fault-normal stress,)
• silica gel formation...
(suggested by laboratory and theoretical considerations)
inter-seismic fault-zone deformation mechanisms:
• rate- and state- dep. friction (logarithmically rate-weakening or strengthening)
• simple logarithmic velocity dependence (strengthening)
• linear or nonlinear viscous fault rheology
(saying nothing for the moment about bulk viscoelastic or inelastic response)

How do we even begin to discriminate among mechanisms?
Consider thermal pressurization:
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Consider flash-weakening of friction:

Undrained-adiabatic weakening: τ = f σ̄0 exp(−δ/δc )
ρch
Characteristic slip: δc =
fΛ

fw + [fp − fw ]

Vw
V

[Lachenbruch, 1980]

For V
Vw , (such that fss ≈ fw )
frictional evolution near rupture tip
expected to follow:

fp

f − fw ≈ (fp − fw ) exp(−δ/L )
Vw

L: friction evolution distance

Is there a separation of scales L, δc ?
Modified from Kohli, Goldsby, Hirth, Tullis [2011]

High end: incorporate into elastodynamic rupture solutions
Permit study of:
model scenarios/specific events,
on- or off-fault complexity,
and other processes
(e.g., barrier-breaking, cycles)
Some downsides:
computationally intensive,
subject to some ad hoc parameters,
may be overkill for elementary info
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Cumulative slip at mid depth (m)

How do we incorporate mechanisms into earthquake models?
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Bespoke models: tailored to specific questions

How do mechanisms determine weakening at rupture front? Are there observable signatures?
Look towards models w/ essentials:

Fault shear stress, τ

τp

reveal (the few) key parameters,
numerical solutions quickly found,
help inform more complete approaches
Not a panacea, but very convenient for
purposes here of extracting key behavior
and elementary scalings
Consider a model of near-tip region (right)
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What can we quickly get out of crack-tip models?
Characteristic slip distances:
Friction evolution: L
E.g., L

ρch
Undrained TP: δc =
fΛ

(elastodynamic slip rate)

V∗ h2
TP “drainage” onset: δd =
4α

δc , δd : friction drops to fw before any thermal pressurization
δc

δd : thermal pressurization occurs largely in undrained fashion

Strength evolution behind rupture with two mechanisms has two parameters (relative values of 3 slip scales)
If interested in how strength evolves with only one of the above weakening routes: no parameters, 1 soln.!

What can we quickly get out of crack-tip models?
Characteristic slip distances:
Friction evolution: L

(elastodynamic slip rate)

V∗ h2
TP “drainage” onset: δd =
4α

ρch
Undrained TP: δc =
fΛ

Double-peaked slip velocity and weakening cascade
(right) Evolution of slip velocity (top)
10
and fault shear strength (bottom)
L/δc = 10−3
FH with undrained TP
with distance behind rupture tip
δc /δd = 0 FH with “drained” TP
V = V∗ 1

δc /δd = 10

Slip velocity
behind tip

0.1

Broken lines are tip solutions with:

Strength drop behind rupture tip

Flash-heating alone
Undrained TP w/ f = fw

FH with “drained” TP

FH with undrained TP

“Drained” TP w/ f = fw
Note: slip-on-a-plane results in
comparatively gradual weakening
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What good is this to us? Or, what can we use as independent validation?
Look towards inferences of fracture energy [e.g., Kanamori & Heaton, 2000; Abercrombie & Rice, 2005]
Radiated energy

Energy otherwise dissipated

Change in potential energy: ΔW = ER + ED
(energies understood to be per unit slipped fault area)
Energy dissipiated on fault:

δ

Fault
ED

=

Fault
ED

= EG + EF

For example, linear slip-weakening:
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EF = τ (δ)δ
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Frictional work
Continual slip-weakening:
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EG ∼ δ 2 δ < δ c
EG = const. δ ≥ δc
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EG = f (δ)

δ1

(may or may not
have finite limit
as δ → ∞)
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Calculating fracture energy from observables:

τ (δ) Fracture energy

Change in pot. energy:

ΔW = (τi + τf) δ / 2 = ER + EG + EF

[e.g., Kanamori & Heaton, 2000]

Abercrombie & Rice [2005] define quantity
EG’ = (τi - τf) δ / 2 – ER ,

δ

EG =
0

[τ (δ ) − τ (δ)] dδ

τi
τf > τd (undershoot)
τf ≈ τd
τf < τd (overshoot)

τd

which can be inferred from source spectra
(moment Mo, radiated energy ER, and corner freq. fc),
such that the fracture energy (per unit fault area A) is:

EF = τ (δ)δ
Frictional work

EG = EG’ + (τf – τd) δ
For crack-like ruptures, τf ≈ τd
(or τf smaller due to small dynamic
overshoot [Madariaga, 1976])

τp

δ

τ

EG ≈ EG’

Initial fault shear stress
For pulse-like ruptures, τf > τd
τi
(stress expected to partially recover
in wake of the pulse, while for events
with large slip, strength drop may be
vr
complete, τd ≈ 0)
Locked
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EG ≈ EG = EG’ + τiδ

Final fault shear stress
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Early results showed fracture energy scaling with event size

Abercrombie and Rice [2005]
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Here, authors looked towards
power-law slip weakening
for a linear fit (in log-log space).
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Consistent with gradual
reduction of fault strength.
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With a specific mechanism in mind (thermal pressurization) Rice [2006] aimed to fit
the above data (with several additional datapoints) using a kinematic model (not shown).
Kinematic models: strength evolution under a specific mechanism presuming an imposed
slip rate history (often a step increase).
A large number of published datasets of earthquake source parameters has since permitted
more estimates for a given event size as well as estimates over a more extensive range.
Furthermore, crack-tip models provide strength evolution with self-consistent slip rate history.

Incorporating larger number of events shows coherent trend
Values of EG’ are shown for moderate to smaller sized events
Larger events permit more direct estimate of EG (e.g, using kinematic inversions, fault stress constraints)
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Small crustal (G'):

KTB, refs 84,85
Groß Schönebeck, ref. 81
W. Nagano, ref. 86;
W. Nagano, ref. 82
Cajon Pass, ref. 8
Long Valley, ref. 83
Korabid Aftershocks, ref. 77
Friuli, ref. 79
Au Sable Aftershocks, ref. 78
Northridge Aftershocks, ref. 87
Loma Prieta Aftershocks, ref. 80
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Subduction interplate
( Gmax = G' + τf δ ):
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Chile '85 Sequence, ref. 37
Ref. 36
Ref. 35
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Big crustal, refs 9,75 ( G ):
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Comparison with rupture tip model incorporating thermal pressurization
Find TP, acting alone, can match apparant change in scaling suggesting:

undrained-adiabatic deformation for smallest events (too short for diffusion; EG ~ δ2)
slip-on-a-plane pressurization for largest events (duration long comp. to diffusive timescales; EG ~ δ2/3)
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“drained” TP
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What about other mechanisms?

While match could be made without an appeal to flash-weakening of friction (FW):

Contribution of FW to frac. energy, even if present, may be negligible
due to efficient weakening and small characteristic slip distance L (rel. to other slip scales).

However, what if flash weakening wasn’t so efficient?

(below) Observed hysteresis in friction experiments well explained by model incorporating
bulk heating (temperature rise not just momentary at asperity contacts) [Proctor et al., ‘14].
This model implies less efficient weakening, similar to slip-on-a-plane TP at large slip;
however, the implied fracture energy scaling for inefficient FW, for realistic parameters,
remains orders of magnitude below data [priv. comm. w/ N. Brantut].
fw + [fp − fw ]

fp

Vw

Modified from Kohli, Goldsby, Hirth, Tullis [2011]

Vw
V

Proctor, Mitchell, et al. [2014]

Briefly: What about friction rheology for slower slip speeds?
Can we use post- or inter-seismic deformation to discriminate?
Consider the problem of post-seismic slip: response of fault to step in stress

For now, simplifiy problem: forget about patched that just slipped seismically
(and is now presumably locked, or undergoing afterslip)

Instantaneous step in stress on a fault:
(non-uniform)

σ

(example below presumes rate-,
state-dependent fault friction)

τ (x, 0) = τ∞ + ∆τ (x)
(fault plane)

τb
τb
σ

τb

x

fault slip rate, scaled by
background plate rate,

τb

[Perfettini and Ampuero, 2008]

scaled distance along fault,

Fault stably accelerates, then slip rate decelerates while spreading out

How do we differentiate fault strength rheologies at slow slip rates?

Looking at relaxation of fault to steady sliding, we find that it does so self-similarly
σ

2

τb
τ (x, 0) = τ∞ + ∆τ (x)

(V =V1 { 1)(tV1 =Dc )

τb

x

(right) Re-scaled slip rate
distributions accounting
for decay of slip rate as
V ~ 1/t, and its outward
expansion following x ~ t
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[part of work w/ P. Dublanchet on
greater problem of self-similar
asymptotics of rate-strengthening
faults, poster this meeting]

The problem: this self-similar solution form (red-dashed) is universal for any
rate-dependent fault rheology that linearizes about a steady state (i.e., all of them).
Again, multiple mechanisms may yield same scaling (like TP and inefficient FW);
to rule out one or keep another, must determine realistic material parameter values;
(through lab experiments or otherwise).

Summary
Increasing number of mechanisms are being proposed for co-seismic weakening.
Important to may determine order of operation, universality, etc.
Look to elementary elastodynamic models to characterize interplay between
weakening mechanism(s) and rupture propagation, find implied fracture energy.
Extend estimates of fracture energy based on seismic source parameters;
find a coherent trend with event size that also suggests a transition in scaling.
Find that weakening due solely to thermal pressurization of pore fluid may
account for the observed scaling of fracture energy with event size.
Comparably simple models for slow slip may prove as useful for extracting
information on fault rheology during interseismic period, as well as themselves
providing a mechanism for the (self-similar) propagation of slow slip.

